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District Mission 

We will inspire the creativity and imagination of all students and empower them as knowledgeable, skillful, 
and confident learners who flourish and contribute willingly in a changing world. 

Core Beliefs 
We believe that: 

 All people have inherent worth. 

 Life-long learning is basic to the survival and advancement of society. 

 The primary influence on the individual's development is the family in all its forms. 

 Valuing diversity is essential to individual growth and the advancement of society. 

 All individuals have strengths and human potential has no known limits. 

 Democracy thrives when individuals accept responsibility for their choices. 

 Being trustworthy builds trust. 

 Creativity and imagination are essential for society to flourish. 

 A safe environment is essential for the well-being of the individual and for society to flourish 
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Philosophy 

 The philosophy for our curriculum is developed with a democratic system of beliefs and values.  Believing that our students deserve the best 
education, our curriculum is aligned to the most current New Jersey Core Curriculum Content Standards and current statewide assessments.  Our scope 
and sequence is vertically and horizontally aligned.  The progression of objectives embraces decades of rigorous research, conducted both independently 
and at the university level, and acknowledges that children develop differently and that learning experiences and strategies for performance are 
differentiated.  Our borough is a diverse community, rich in tradition and spirit.  Knowledge is a fusion balancing authentic experience and content, which 
language arts literacy skills are integrated with other content areas.  Our curriculum contains common expectations that are rigorous and student centered, 
and teachers, who are most proximal to the children, will use this document as an instrument to ensure student success. 

 To ensure that our children are successful and receive the best education, this curriculum document, our staff will continuously collaborate on this 
living document.  We will develop purposeful and effective formative and summative assessments which measure growth of our curriculum and inform 
our instruction.  Finally, we will continuously seek to grow professionally through professional development, which is aligned to statewide regulations, but 
specifically geared to benefit our curriculum, school, and children. 

General Curriculum & Instruction Objectives 

 Teachers will employ lessons that are aligned to our curriculum and framed utilizing current research-based methods and techniques that focus on 
student achievement 

 Our lessons will be structured according to statewide and district standards and our teachers will have flexibility to ensure that lessons meet the 
needs of all learners 

 Units and lessons will be differentiated  

 Curriculum is be student focused on success and balances developmental theory and psychometric standards 

 Democratically developed benchmarks and assessments will be utilized to gauge student and curricular growth.  Assessment will be 
multidimensional and developed according to student need. 
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Content Guide 

OBJECTIVE: To incorporate mathematical processes into content-specific ideas, activities, questions, and 

understandings delineated for the common core standards. 

ALIGNMENT TO STANDARDS: 7.RP.1-3; 7.NS.1-3; 7.EE.1-4; 7.G.1-6; 7.SP.1-8 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 

CONTENT AREA: Mathematics – 6
th

 Grade 

 How does mathematics appear in everyday 

experiences? 

 Why is it useful the understanding of 

proportionality and how are proportions use to 

represent real-life situations? 

 How are rational numbers applied in real-life 

situations and what are some strategies that can be 

used to solve operations involving rational 

numbers? 

 How do I use algebraic expressions and equations 

to analyze or solve problems and how is thinking 

algebraically similar to thinking arithmetically? 

 How are geometric shapes and objects classified 

and how do we solve real-world problems 

involving area, volume and surface area of two- 

and three-dimensional? 

 Why is data collected and analyzed and how do 

people use data to influence others? 

 How can predictions be based on data?  

 

 

 

 

 Mathematics is intertwined in many everyday 

experiences, and is important for success in the 

world in which we live. 

 Proportions helps us solve a wide variety of percents 

problems, including those involving discounts, 

interests, taxes, tips, and percent increase and 

decrease. Proportions also solve problems about 

scale drawings by relating corresponding lengths 

between the objects. 

 Positive and negative numbers are part of our 

everyday life. They are related to scientific fields 

such as marine biology and meteorology, among 

others. The use of number lines and absolute values 

are the best way to solve problems related to rational 

numbers.  

 Algebraic expressions and equations generalize 

relationships from specific cases. Rules of arithmetic 

and algebra can be used together with the concept of 

equivalence to transform equations and inequalities 

so solutions can be found to solve problems. 
 Analyzing geometric relationships develops 

reasoning and justification skills that help classify 

shapes and objects. Each two- and three-

dimensional object has a formula that helps find its 

specific area, volume and surface area. 

 The way that data is collected, organized and 

displayed influences interpretations.  

 The probability of an event’s occurrence can be 

predicted with varying degrees of confidence.  

AREAS OF FOCUS ACTIVITIES AND ASSESSMENT 

 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving 

them. 

 Apply mathematical ways of thinking to practical 

situations and authentic real-world contexts. 

 Model and solve real-world problems.  

 Use algebra to represent and explain mathematical 

relationships. 

 Use critical and creative thinking in solving 

Possible/Suggested Activities: 

 Holt McDougal Mathematics Grade 7: Exercises, 

Hands-On Labs, Interactivities Online, and LINK 

activities. 

 Unit Rate/Better Buy project: 

Create a poster using advertisements from 

supermarket flyers and compare prices between 

stores and find unit rates of items. 
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problems. 

 Select and apply a variety of appropriate problem-

solving strategies to solve problems. 

 Use structure and reasoning to support problem 

solutions. 

 Monitor progress and reflect on problem-solving 

process. 

 Construct viable arguments and critique the 

reasoning of others. 

 Use technology strategically to deepen 

understandings of concepts and assist in modeling 

and solving problems. 

 

 Ratios/Rates/Proportions online activity: 

http://www.quia.com/cb/158527.html  

Practice ratios/rates/proportions by answering a wide 

variety of questions. 

 IXL.com: 

http://www.ixl.com/math/grade-7 Ratios and 

Proportions topics J.1-13 

 Rational Numbers – Number Line: 

Create a large number line and order numbers in 

different forms i.e. integers positive and negative, 

decimals, fractions. 

 Integers Operations: Jeopardy Game 

http://www.quia.com/cb/250454.html Solve 

problems that involve addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, division or integers. 

 Rational Numbers Presentation: 

Create a rational numbers presentation and re-teach 

to classmates how to solve operations and real-life 

problems using rational numbers. 

 Algebra/Rational Numbers: 

www.themathlab.com/algebra  

Integer Land 1, Sum-Part-Part-Product, Coordinate 

Sketchpad, Mathemagical Squares, The Great 

Cartoon Blow Up Activity, Costomizable 

Proportions Problems. 

 Geometry: 

3-Dimmensional Real-Life Model Project: 

Create a 3D real-life model using household items 

and present the model with all the properties of 3D 

object. 

 

Assessment: 

 Individual and group projects 

 Oral presentations 

 Self-assessment 

 Peer-assessment 

 Teacher observation 

 Unit tests 

  

http://www.quia.com/cb/158527.html
http://www.ixl.com/math/grade-7
http://www.quia.com/cb/250454.html
http://www.themathlab.com/algebra
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CONTENT AREA: MATH GRADE 7 

 

 

How does everyday math appear in everyday 

experiences? 

 

 

 

 

Mathematics is intertwined in many everyday 

experiences so it is important to give meaning to such 

experiences.  

It also enables us to think critically and become 

problem solvers. Whether the problems are over basic 

requirements like sustaining sufficient amounts of food 

or major accomplishments, problem solving will always 

be part of our lives. One similarity about problem 

solving is, they all have similar properties. 

AREAS OF FOCUS ACTIVITIES AND ASSESSMENT 

  

Exposure to authentic problem –solving experiences. 

 

Solve open-ended problems and problems with 

multiple solutions. 

 

Apply a variety of problem-solving strategies. 

 

Reflect on individual problem-solving processes. 

 

Recognize mathematics being utilized in a variety of 

ways. 

 

Utilize reasoning to support conclusions. 

 

Activities: 
1. TBD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assessment: 
1. Self assessment 
2. Group assessment 
3. Teacher Observation 
4. Written assessment 
5. Oral assessment 
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CONTENT AREA:  Mathematics Grade 8– Algebra 1 

OBJECTIVE: To incorporate mathematical processes into content-specific ideas, activities, questions,       

and understandings delineated for the common core standards. 

 

ALIGNMENT TO STANDARDS: A‐SSE;  A‐APR;   A‐CED;   A‐REI;  F‐LE;  F‐IF;  F‐BF;  N‐Q;  S‐ID;  S‐IC ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS 

 

 Why is it useful to represent real‐life situations 
algebraically? 

 How can we use mathematical language and models to 
describe linear and nonlinear change? 

 How can patterns, relations and functions be used to 
best describe and explain relationships between 
quantities and assist in modeling real life situations? 

 What are some ways to represent, describe, and 
analyze patterns that occur in our world? 

 How can we determine and use the most appropriate 
method to model various situations (linear, non‐linear, 
quadratics, exponential)? 

 What makes alternative algebraic algorithms both 
effective and efficient? 

 When given a data set of information how can its 
display, manipulation, and interpretation be effectively 
used and translated? Enhanced with technology, how 
can it be applied to the concepts of mathematics and 
problem solving? 

 How can the concepts, logic, understanding and 
reasoning of mathematics be applied culturally to 
better the future? 

 How can the collection, organization, interpretation, 
and display of data be used to answer questions? 

 Algebraic and numeric procedures are interconnected 
and build on each other to produce a coherent whole. 

 Logical patterns exist and are a regular occurrence in 
mathematics and the world around us. 

 Functional relationships can be expressed in real 
contexts, graphs, algebraic equations, tables and words; 
each representation of a given function is simply a 
different way of expressing the same idea. 

 Mathematical models can be used to describe physical 
relationships. 

 Rules of arithmetic and algebra can be used together 
with the concept of equivalence to transform equations 
and inequalities so solutions can be found to solve 
problems. 

 Functions, systems of equations, and graphs can be 
used to model and solve real world situations. 

 Integration of various mathematical procedures builds a 
strong foundation of finding solutions. 

 The result of statistical investigation can be used to 
support or refute an argument. 
 

AREAS OF FOCUS ACTIVITIES AND ASSESSMENT 

 Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. 

 Apply mathematical ways of thinking to practical 
situations and authentic real-world contexts. 

 Model and solve real-world problems.  

 Use algebra to represent and explain mathematical 
relationships. 

 Use critical and creative thinking in solving problems. 

 Select and apply a variety of appropriate problem-
solving strategies to solve problems. 

 Use structure and reasoning to support problem 
solutions. 

 Monitor progress and reflect on problem-solving 
process. 

 Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning 
of others. 

 Use technology strategically to deepen understandings 
of concepts and assist in modeling and solving 
problems. 

Possible/Suggested Activities: 

 Algebra 1 textbook ancillaries/Chapter Resource Books:  
Interdisciplinary applications;  Real-life applications: 
When Will I Ever Use This? 

 NCTM  Illuminations:   
                 Exploring Linear Data (Bike Weights & Jump Heights;  
                 Weights & Drug Doses; Winning Times; Printing  
                 Books);  Egg Launch Contest (quadratics);  There Has to  
                 be a System for This Sweet Problem (linear systems);  
                 One Grain of Rice (patterns);  Distributing and  
                 Factoring Using Area;  Polynomial Puzzler (polynomial   
                 operations);  Predicting Your Financial Future &     
                 Compound Interest Simulator (exponents; patterns) 

 themathlab.com/Algebra : 
Design an Algebraic Stained Glass Window (graphing 

linear equations); Fantastic Four Fours Phenomenon 

(exponent laws); 1998 Challenge (order of operations); 

http://www.themathlab.com/
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Will the Women Ever Catch the Men? (systems of 

equations); Foo Foo Hidden Picture Find (solving 

equations); Garzon’s Pizza Dough Machine (graphing an 

algebraic inequality); Who Will Be a Millionaire? 

(exponential growth); Is Your Money Running Away 

from You? (exponential decay) 

 Algebrabits.com: 
M & M Toss (exponential growth & decay) 

Rolling Stats word search (statistics) 

 Mathprojects.com: 
The Tortoise and the Hare (writing, solving, graphing 
systems of equations) 

 The Futures Channel: Educational Videos and Activities - 
Algebra in the Real World: 
Saving the Bald Eagle (patterns/linear functions);  

Microgravity Exercise (patterns & functions); Population 

Growth (exponential equations and functions);  Kitchen 

Paraboloids and Windsail Design (quadratic equations 

and functions) 

 Algebra Webquests: “What’s in a Line?”;  “Choosing a 
Cell Phone Plan”;  “Buy a Car”;  “Graphing’s a Hit”; 
“Housing Costs”;  “Population Clock”;  “Boston 
Marathon”;  “Baseball at a Price” 

 Algebra with Pizzazz!  activity sheets 

 Balance Benders logic and algebraic reasoning puzzles 

 Cross-Number puzzles;  Magic Squares; Critical thinking 
activities  

 

 
 
 
 
 

 Assessment: 

 Individual and group projects 

 Oral presentations 

 Self-assessment 

 Peer-assessment 

 Teacher observation 


